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JUST ANOTHER PESTO RECIPE:  
WHY THE MOST WIDELY USED APPROACH TO 
HOLISTIC THINKING ISN’T BY DEFINITION 
COMPREHENSIVE AND WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT IT  



Research goal:  
to investigate the interaction of 

holistic and reductionist thinking in 
science and point out a simple 
method to improve systemic 

thinking



PEST
+ variants such as 

PESTE, PESTEL, PESTEC, PESTLE, 
STEP, STEPE, PESTELV, iPEST, 

ETPS, STEELV, DESTEP…  




You know what’s even 
more interesting?



Tracing the origins of PEST 

This is what the internet says: 
“PEST analysis, introduced nearly 50 years ago by 
Harvard Business School professor Francis Aguilar 
(with the acronym ESTP), has served as a strong, 
practical taxonomy for analyzing the macro-
environmental factors affecting business.”
ESTP? Aguilar?
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However, there is no mention of the ESTP framework 
in Aquilar’s book “Scanning the business 
environment” which is the most often cited source. 



You know what’s even 
more interesting?



The “Constituents of everything”

●  No researcher wants to claim that an evidence or theory has 
implications to everything. 
○  Instead the researcher typically uses some of the so-called 

STEEP/PEST(EL) variants
○  The researcher is actually claiming that her research has 

implications to everything (that is relevant), but circumvents 
this claim by dividing what is relevant to her ”constituents of 
everything”.

➔  These scientists divide their research targets to constituents, 
removing the emergent properties of different systemic 
interactions. 





Material & Methods
Material:
●  Google Scholar searches
●  Scraped abstracts from DOAJ.org (1 550 000 articles, partly Spanish)
●  Information retrieval request to JSTOR (tens of millions of articles in 

English)

Why?
•  We can
•  Big data is a buzzword
•  We can do a lot more when we have the dataset ourselves.

Methods:
Normal word search in different contexts.

Proximity search 
-  permutations from words “political, economic, social”
-  words have to be present in vicinity (two words in between accepted)
-  individually investigated abbreviation matches
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Material & Methods
Normal word search in different contexts.
Ø  Word counts
Ø  Evolution of PEST variants


Proximity search 

permutations from words “political, economic, social”
Ø  Evolution of different word lists (constituents of everything)

words have to be present in vicinity (two words in between accepted)
Ø  To investigate the plurality of the word lists in general

individually investigated abbreviation matches
Ø  Better results

+ ability to map nearby languages and different sentence and word formations
+ ability to teach the algorithm about the relevant words






Finding: approximation of the 
growth of scientific articles (for 
reference): 






Finding: Use of PEST derivatives 
(Initial search from Google Scholar) 
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Finding:  
Variances in “Futures” journal 






Finding: the evolution of the 
STEEP/PEST(EL) framework  
(deeper analysis from 1,547,607
open access journals)








Finding: the evolution of the 
constituents of everything



Significantly more interesting is to investigate how the “constituents of 
everything” change through time. 

Initial analysis: 
●  the word “culture” has made way for “technology”
●  the use of the word “history” has decreased in the word lists 


It is a challenge to prove the claims that can be made from the dataset. 
Dataset needs to be larger.  



Discussion 

Using a simple word list to do more holistic 
analysis is not great. But sometimes the 
shortcut is acceptable.  

However, we should redefine the framework 
in a way that it would not produce any 
variants for easier usability and better meta 
analysis.
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Use “PESTO”
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